Abstract--This paper proposes an ensemble learning based approach for convexifying AC power flow equations, which differs from the existing relaxation-based convexification techniques. The proposed approach is based on the quadratic power flow equations in rectangular coordinates. To develop this data-driven convex model of power flow, the polynomial regression (PR) is first deployed as a basic learner to fit convex relationships between the independent and dependent variables. Then, ensemble learning algorithms, i.e. gradient boosting (GB) and bagging, are introduced to combine learners to boost model performance. Based on the learned convex models of power flow, optimal power flow (OPF) is formulated as a convex quadratic programming problem. The simulation results on IEEE standard cases illustrate that, 1) GB outperforms PR and bagging on the prediction accuracy, 2) in context of solving OPF, the proposed data-driven convex model outperforms the conventional SDP relaxation in both accuracy and computational efficiency.
I. INTRODUCTION
OWER flow analysis plays a significant role in power system planning and operation. Many decision-making processes in power systems rely heavily on accurate and effective power flow calculations [1] - [3] . Power flow models are also considered as inevitable system constraints in optimization problems like transmission/ generation expansion planning and optimal power flow (OPF) [3] - [5] . However, the mathematical equations of power flow involve complex nonlinear nonconvex representations with long-standing problems in convergence and computational complexity.
One of the remarkable approaches for handling the above challenges is to linearize the power flow equations, which has been widely adopted in power system dispatching [6] , [7] and power market trading [8] , [9] . As one of the most well-known linear models, the DC power flow captures the linear relationship between the active power flow injection and the bus voltage phase angle. Other extended versions of linear power flow including the reactive power also have attracted substantial attentions [10] - [14] . Although the linear power flow models are computationally tractable, they are generally This work is supported by the U.S. National Science Foundation under Grant #1808988.
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based on some critical assumptions, such as ignoring the inherent interactions between bus voltages, and for the sake of a better predictive accuracy, utilizing principal component analysis (PCA) based methods to narrow the bus voltage (independent) variable space through replacing the original independent variables by a new small subset of variables, which indirectly changes the bus number of power system and poses poor applicability and interpretability in further control and optimization applications.
With the deluge of data generated by sensors like phasor measurement units today, data-driven methods have attracted massive research efforts in power system analysis, such as in estimating the distribution factors [15] and the Jacobian matrix [16] , identifying the admittance matrix [17] . In this paper, machine learning approaches will be applied to convexify the AC power flow, which is a novel research topic. Through data mining methods, we convexify the original power flow that considers inherent interactive terms between bus voltages and maintain the bus number. More precisely, the polynomial regression [18] , [19] is employed as a basic learner to infer convex relationships between the active or reactive power and the bus voltage which is originally nonconvex. Meanwhile, ensemble learning algorithms, i.e. gradient boosting [20] , [21] and bagging [22] - [24] , are introduced to assemble every basic learner at each iteration and tune the regularization parameters to avoid overfitting as well as, eventually, yield a stronger learner.
Although nonlinear programming problems are generally NP-hard to solve, many convex nonlinear optimization problems admit polynomial-time algorithms [25] . Recent years, some high-performance solvers, such as MOSEK, CPLEX, and GUROBI, have been developed to effectively solve the major types of convex problems. As such, various convex relaxations, such as the second-order cone (SOC) [26] , semi-definite programming (SDP) [27] , enhanced-SDP [28] Convex-DistFlow (CDF) [29] , [30] , quadratic convex (QC) [31] , moment-based [32] , and convex-hull relaxation [33] have been introduced to convexify a fundamental power system optimization problem-OPF. Among them, the SDP relaxation has attracted more attention due to its accurate solutions in many cases [30] - [32] . Particularly, the SOC relaxation is verified to be equivalent to the CDF relaxation but less strong than the QC relaxation [31] , while the SDP relaxation seems to be stronger than the SOC relaxation in meshed networks and weaker than the CDF relaxation in radial networks [33] . However, it has very limited flexibility to tighten the above relaxation-based convex power flow Ensemble Learning based Convexification of Power Flow with Application in OPF Ren Hu, Qifeng Li P models. To avoid this limitation, this paper develops convex power system models through a new path-using data-driven methods. Hence, the main contributions of this paper can be summarized as below: 1) A data-driven convex quadratic model of power flow is proposed and applied to convexify the OPF. The resulting OPF is a convex quadratic programming problem which outperforms the existing SDP relaxation respect to both tightness and effectiveness.
2) In the parameter-fitting process, ensemble learning algorithms are applied to incorporate all basic learners, i.e. polynomial regression, into a stronger learner, in order to scale the model performance.
The rest of this paper is organized as below. Section II depicts the existing problems and proposed solution for computing and fitting power flow. In section III, the data driven convexification of power flow is formulated through ensemble learning. The empirical IEEE cases analysis and conclusions are displayed in Section IV and V, respectively.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND STATEMENT
This section in detail interprets the involved variables in data driven convex models of power flow, the practicability and applicability of the data driven convexification, the convexity of the original power flow, as well as the challenges and tactics in the fitting process.
A. AC Power Flows in Rectangular Coordinates
Generally, in an n-bus power system, the steady-state AC power flow (ACPF) can be represented by a series of nonlinear equations in (1):
(1) where orderly represent the active power injection, reactive power injection, the real and imaginary parts of voltage at bus ; , , , , respectively denote the active and reactive line flow, the real and imaginary parts of the line admittance between bus and bus . In the above formulation, from the perspective of data mining we assume and as independent variables, while , , , are treated as dependent variables. To facilitate the analysis of power flow equations, we transform equations (1) into matrix formulations described as , , The studies on the positive semi-definite approximation of indefinite matrix have ever been seen since the early application in analyzing the correlation matrices of financial stocks was proposed through projection-based algorithms [34] - [36] , which further converts the original non-convergence problem into a convergent convex optimization problem. Different from that, in our study, we take full advantage of ensemble learning techniques to approximate to the closest convex representations of power flow.
B. Exiting Problems and the Proposed Solution
It is easily seen that the nonlinearity and nonconvexity of power flow bring challenges for computing optimization and control problems. Many outcomes related to the linearization of power flow have been proposed to simplify models and reduce the computation load, at the cost of the computational exactness and the model accuracy. For overcoming the above problems and given the quadratic form of power flow, data mining techniques can be applied to fit the quadratic convex relationships between the independent and dependent variables, provided that there are large historical databases of power system operation or enough accessible measurements. Albeit the nonconvex property of power flow leads to the intractable non-convergence in optimal power flow computation, especially in large-scale power networks, our fitting convex models of power flow reveal that data mining is indeed able to approximate to the closest convex representations of power flow with high accuracy. The fitted convex models can be further applicable to OPF computation, state estimate or other occasions, instead of the original nonconvex model. In this paper, we aim at developing a datadriven convex relation between the independent and dependent variables of power flow.
C. Multicollinearity and overfitting
Multicollinearity involves a situation where two or more independent variables in a multiple regression model are greatly linearly correlated, which leads to overfitting in the regression model. Overfitting refers to a model that works on the training dataset too well but extremely poorly on the test dataset. Besides, the lack of training dataset can also result in overfitting [37] . Though there indeed exist visually linear correlations between the bus voltages as independent variables in a real power flow model, the intrinsic deficiency is principally dominated by the model complexity and the insufficient data that cannot fully characterize the true relationships between independent variables. To overcome the above challenges, many remedies have been put forward, mainly classified into removing unwanted independent variables by shrinkage and principal component analysis (PCA) based methods [37] , enlarging dataset size and using ensemble learning [23] , [24] . To some extent, removing some variables may help improve the accuracy of prediction in some linear models of power flow. However, not only may it change the bus number of power system totally, but also enlarges the model bias and contributes to the poor interpretability and applicability in further optimization and control problems. Therefore, for preserving the original power system and making full use of data driven techniques, on one hand, in our study increasing more data to learn is a sound and accessible way to meliorate the above fitting problems. On another hand, ensemble learning is applied to avoid overfitting through regularization and resampling techniques.
III. ENSEMBLE LEARNING BASED CONVEXIFICATION
This section introduces the procedure of the proposed ensemble learning-based convexification of AC power flows. First, the nonconvex quadratic mapping (1) is replaced by a convex quadratic mapping. Then, ensemble learning methods are introduced to infer the parameters of the proposed convex mapping. Finally, the convex mapping is further relaxed into a set of convex constraints with application in OPF.
A. Convex Mapping representations
First, we define a convex quadratic mapping (3) between power, i.e. , ,
, and , and voltage X, as the original power flow is represented by a quadratic formulation:
where , are positive semi-definite coefficient matrices of the quadratic terms at bus and branch , respectively; , are coefficient vectors of the linear terms; , are constant terms. Note that here the upper index (*) represents the index set { } which corresponds to the active or reactive power.
Equations (3) are convex since their coefficient matrices of the quadratic terms are positive semi-definite. Even though all equations in (2) are nonconvex quadratic forms, their secondorder Taylor polynomial can be summarized as the combinations of positive semidefinite quadratic terms and linear terms, signifying that the equations in (3) are visually equivalent to the second-order Taylor polynomial of the original power flow. 
B. Ensemble learning for inferring convex mapping
bagging are all based on the dependent variable as a general example. Other dependent variables have the same procedure as ͳ
Gradient Boosting
Gradient boosting is widely applied to develop a strong learner by combining many weak learners in an iterative fashion [20] - [21] for regression and classification problems. It is considered as a gradient descent algorithm, which can restrain the overfitting effect by the regularization parameters, like the number of iteration and learning rate. The essence of gradient descent is to adjust parameters iteratively to minimize a loss function. It measures the local gradient of the loss function for a given number of iteration and takes steps in the direction of the descending gradient. Once the gradient is zero, we have reached the minimum. The specific loss function for is computed by the mean squared error function as (4) where and are the observed and estimated values of , respectively. The detailed procedure of algorithm is illustrated as below.
Algorithm: gradient boosting 1. Initialize the model with a constant value .
where is the initial constant vector.
For
to where T is the number of learners. 1) Compute the negative gradient 賰 by 賰
2) Fit a base learner by 賰 賰
where presents the coefficient vector of by fitting 賰 . Here the polynomial regression is adopted to be a basic learner and fit the parameter matrices , , vectors , and constants , in equations (3).
3) Compute the learning rate by 賰
It is also allowed to set a constant learning rate. In practice, there is a common pattern that the smaller , the lower the descent increments are, and the better generalization is achieved. However, the cost of improving the generalization is the reduction of convergence speed. 4) Update the model: (9) 3. Output
Bagging
Bagging, called bootstrap aggregating in some references [22] - [23] , is designed to improve the model stability and accuracy, applied in classification and regression analysis. As a ensemble technique, it contributes to reduce variance and avoid overfitting through adjusting the number of bootstraps, which is a special case of the model averaging approach. The main work of bagging is to draw random samples with replacement and combine a basic learning method to train models. The algorithm is illustrated as below. 
where is the observed value of at the bt-th bootstrap;
presents the coefficient vector of by fitting . Similarly, the polynomial regression as the basic learner is introduced to estimate all parameters in equations (3).
Output
by averaging all bootstrap outcomes in (11) where is the predictive value of variable after bagging.
C. Convexifying Optimal Power Flow
After fitting the convex formulations of power flow, the data driven convex relaxation for optimal power flow can be renewed as Minimize ͳ䁕ͳ
where G is the index set of generators; , , are the i-th generator cost coefficients; , are the i-th generator active and reactive power; , are the active and reactive power load at i bus; , , , are the lower and upper limits of the i-th generator active and reactive power; , are the maximums of the i-th bus voltage and the ij-th branch transmission capacity. For the real and imaginary parts of bus voltage, and and , we also set the imperative constraints added in (11).
IV. SIMULATION ANALYSIS

A. Data sampling
We expect to use real-world data in this research which is, unfortunately, not available. As an alternative, Monte Carlo method is introduced to simulate and generate random data samples with respect to operation measurements, including the bus voltage, the bus or branch active and reactive power. Different datasets are randomly sampled for diverse networks, including IEEE 5, 9, 57 and 118-bus systems. The active and reactive power loads are stochastically changing around their preset values within an interval [0.6, 1.1]. Each dataset contains up to 50,000 samples to ensure that there are sufficient samples during training models. Generally, it needs a larger sample set to fit the parameters of a bigger system. It has been observed in [14] , [15] , and [37] , that the empirical required minimum sample size is at least 2.4 times as many as the number of buses.
B. Performance Comparison
In this section, we randomly choose the test and training datasets with an equal amount on each case. For instance, both test and training sets of case5 and case9 contain 100 samples, even for each bootstrap in bagging. Then, fitting the convex forms between the active or reactive power and the bus voltage in equations (3) based on the given training set through the polynomial regression (PR), gradient boosting (GB), and bagging. Note that here T and BT are the maximum numbers of learners or bootstrps in GB and bagging, respectively. Eventually, the predictive accuracy is symbolized by the average root mean square error (RMSE) of the dependent variable, and the performance demonstration of all methods is characterized by comparing the test RMSEs, not the training RMSEs, shown in TABLE I. From the results, we have the following observations: 1) The ensemble learning algorithms, GB and bagging, consistently work better than PR on all cases; 2) GB outperforms bagging and PR on all cases; and 3) Generally, the training RMSE is definitely smaller than the test RMSE for any dependent variable, even though sometimes they seem to be close for case 9 and case 57. Note that the unit of above data is 10 e-05.
C. Tuning parameters
Tuning engineering is a necessity in machine learning applications, which manifests that the model performance described by the test and training RMSEs is directly associated with a set of regularization parameters to handle overfitting. The following parts focus on the tuning process of GB and bagging, respectively, with regard to the number of learners T and the number of bootstraps BT.
(a) case 5: RMSEs of P, Q by boosting (b) case 5: RMSEs of P, Q by boosting(log) (c) case 9: RMSEs of P, Q by boosting (d) case 9: RMSEs of P, Q by boosting (log) (e) case 57: RMSEs of P, Q by boosting (f) case 57: RMSEs of P, Q by boosting(log) (g) case 118: RMSEs of P, Q by boosting (h) case 118: RMSEs of P, Q by boosting(log) Fig. 1 . Comparison of the test and training RMSEs of P,Q on all cases with increasing T
Tuning the number of learner T in GB
In order to determine the number of learners that effectively improve the model performance, all results of the active and reactive power injections P and Q on all cases are plotted in Fig. 1. (a)~(h) . Each plot depicts the RMSEs between the trained model and the original model with respect to the number of learners. Fig. 1. (b) , (d), (f), and (h), plot the logarithms of RMSEs in Fig. 1. (a), (c) , (e), and (g), respectively. From Fig. 1 , we can observe that:
(1) for all cases, the test and training RMSEs of P and Q gradually decrease to be stable with the increase of the number of learner T;
(2) the test RMSE is always larger than the training RMSE no matter how many learners are used. For case 9, even all RMSEs seem to be in the same order of magnitude; (3) each case reaches the balance points at different numbers of learner. For case 5, after T=140 and T=180 the test and training RMSEs of Q and P tend to be constant, separately. For case 57 and case 118, their test RMSEs become hardly changeable when T=70 and T=90, respectively, whereas their training RMSEs after T=100 start to drop slightly with only 0.0001 or 0.001 per additional learner. Similarly, all RMSEs of case 9 descend only 0.001 when over 140 learners; (4) No evident overfitting or underfitting problems are observed on all cases through the tuning process. 
Tuning the number of bootstraps in bagging
In Fig. 2. (a)~(h) , comparing the test or training RMSEs of the active power injection P on all cases before and after bagging is incorporated. Each plot represents the results of each bootstrap (blue broke curve) and bagging (red curve) with the increase of BT.
According to these plots, we can inference that:
(1) the test or training RMSE of bagging tends to be stable with slight fluctuations after sufficient times of bootstrap. For case 5, when BT=18, both the test and training RMSEs work well. For case 9, when BT ≥ 7 its test and training RMSEs stabilize at 4 e-05 and 2 e-05, respectively. Similarly, both case 57 and case 118 have steady test and training RMSEs after BT ≥10.
(2) the result of every single bootstrap distributes stochastically around the red curve, implying that single learner exposes its unstable weakness.
(3) Bagging plays an important role in averaging the variances of all single learners and avoiding overfitting.
D. Convex relaxation analysis
According to the above analysis, GB exhibits its better fitting outcomes than others. Based on the convex models fitted by GB the data driven convexification (DDC) of OPF (DDCOPF) is conducted to compute the optimal objective values (OOV) on all cases shown in TABLE II, compared with the original nonconvex ACOPF and the semidefinite programming relaxation of OPF (SDPOPF). Assume that the results of ACOPF are set as the benchmarks and the optimality gap is defined as: (the difference with ACOPF)/ACOPF denoted in TABLE III. Additionally, the runtime of each approach is analyzed in TABLE IV. Through TABLE II~IV, they reveal that:
(1) on case 9 and case 118, both SDP relaxation and DDC work so well on the accuracy of OOV, highly close to ACOPF.
(2) on case 5 and case 57, DDC outperforms SDP relaxation on the accuracy of OOV.
(3) the comparison of optimality gaps proves that DDC (-0.19%~0%) performs more robustly than SDP relaxation (-13.6%~0.01%) on the computing exactness.
(4) the runtimes indicate on all cases DDC runs more efficiently than SDP relaxation, and its runtimes on case 5 and case 9 even can be close to ACOPF.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper develops an ensemble learning based data driven convexification approach for power flow. Unlike the most of linear models of power flow removing the interactive terms between the bus voltages as the independent variables or reducing the independent variables to change the bus number to reach the simplifications of power flow, the developed convexification method considers the interactions between the independent variables and retains the completeness of the original power system. Firstly, from the view of data mining the polynomial regression as a basic learner is employed to delineate the convex relationships between the active or reactive power as the dependent variable and the bus voltages as the independent variables. Then we introduce ensemble learning algorithms, gradient boosting and bagging, to integrate all basic learners in order to boost the performance of convex models, through tuning regularization parameters to avoid overfitting. Based on the above fitted convex models of power flow, the data driven convex relaxation is proposed and compared with SDP relaxation. Eventually, the experimental analysis on IEEE standard systems signifies the the ensemble learning methods do work better than the basic learner and gradient boosting yields the best convex models of power flow. Meanwhile, the proposed convex relaxation highlights its superiority over SDP relaxation on the computing exactness and efficiency.
Our future work will be extended to more practical applications of the data driven convex forms of power flow in control and optimization problems, as well as the situations considering the intermittent renewable energy resources.
